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Release 8.* – Improvements
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Release 8.0.13

Improvements

Permissions set for a table were sometimes disregarded (26.09.2013).

Release 8.0.12

Improvements

Metadata command line parameter was introduced. The parameter creates a table with the metadata of the specified InfoZoom table. The metadata table is regarded as the current table. All subsequent parameters thus refer to the metadata table. For example, the parameter "-saveFOX" saves the table with the metadata and not the original table. 
Examples:
InfoZoom.exe FormulaOneSample.fox -metadata -saveFOX
The table with the metadata is saved to the file "Metadata_FormulaOneSample_1.fox".
InfoZoom.exe FormulaOneSample.fox -metadata -saveAsFOX Metadata.fox
The table with the metadata is saved to the file "Metadata.fox".
Additional metadata information now included the metadata table and the Table Properties dialog:
	Maximal value length per attribute 
	Information about the table queries (20.12.2012).

	The command line parameter SaveFox did not work after the Insert parameter (24.10.2012).
	The command line parameter IgnoreQueries did not work when reloading with the Load parameter (24.10.2012).


Release 8.0.11

Improvements

Fixed rounding problems when formatting numbers. Derived attributes in affected tables have to be manually recomputed by pressing Shift+F9 or by redefining the attributes (10/10/2012).
	Added missing localization of two windows in the database assistant (08/22/2012).
An English message in the database assistant contained a backslash (08/07/2012).
The path of the option “Log file in directory” no longer relates to the log file in batch mode (07/20/2012).
When the path of the option “Log file in directory” is cleared, the log file is placed in the installation directory (07/20/2012).
When the log file path is changed while logging is active, viewing the log file opens the active file (07/20/2012).
Viewing a non-existing log file shows an error message (07/20/2012).
Date and time are only logged once in international format (07/20/2012).
Improved logging of the message type (Error, Information, Question, Warning) (07/20/2012).
When the file *.txt is not registered, an error message is shown when opening a log file (07/20/2012).
An error message is shown when trying to insert an FOP-file. Also removed the entry *.fop from the file dialog when inserting files (07/04/2012).
Fixed a case where an Excel diagram was marked a modified directly after creation (06/29/2012).
When defining a query, the position of a report was not stored when the report had a relative path with "..\" or ".\". It also was not recognized when such a report was already open (06/27/2012).
Some operations increased the memory usage continuously (06/25/2012).
Value list shows the new name directly after renaming (06/18/2012).

Release 8.0.10

Improvements

.NET Framework dependency downgraded from Version 4.0 to Version 3.5 SP1 (05/31/2012).
	Buffer overflow for very long numbers eliminated (05/22/2012).
The option "Show tooltips" had no effect (05/22/2012).
	Vertical separating lines for coupled multiple value attributes were sometimes not drawn properly (05/22/2012).
The summaries Accumulation and %Accumulation did not work properly in coupled groups (05/16/2012).
In some cases, charts were displayed even though Cancel was pressed (05/10/2012).
	The function Trim now works correctly for all Unicode characters (05/03/2012).

Release 8.0.9

Improvements

Corrected English localization of the “Reset All” button (04/16/2012).
	Added command line parameters -dbwizarduid and -dbwizardpwd to the database wizard. The parameter dbwizarduid is mandatory for some database drivers. Both parameters must be placed before the -load parameter (04/13/2012).
	Parallel calculation of several standard deviations yielded wrong results (03/26/2012).
	Added further SQL syntax option “FETCH FIRST n ROWS” to the database wizard to limit the number of records (03/16/2012).

Release 8.0.8

Improvements

Database wizard: Increased the width of the tables in the designer, so that the corresponding toolbars are completely visible (03/01/2012).
Adjusted the caption of the chart window "Print preview" (02/28/2012).
The formula editor ignored the second parameters of the functions "Latitude" and "Longitude" (02/20/2012).
The application window was not always fully shown on an external monitor (02/14/2012).

Release 8.0.7

Improvements

Reloading or configuring did not work in a table created from an ODBC data source with the database wizard when accessing the database required a password (02/09/2012).

Release 8.0.6

Improvements

The Data Fields form in the database wizard was not completely localized (02/02/2012).
The status bar of the application was not completely localized (02/02/2012).
When InfoZoom Protected was invisibly executed on the command line and no license was available, an error dialog was shown. Now such errors are written to the log file instead (02/02/2012).
When editing a cell (or an attribute name), the result was discarded when some action (i.e. change font size) were executed (01/27/2012).
When editing a cell or an attribute name, the buttons "Undo" and "Redo" are now disabled (01/27/2012).
When the font size in a value list was changed with the mouse wheel, the value list disappeared when it was not pinned. This also raised an internal exception (01/27/2012).
Corrected the name of a file in the installation directory (01/25/2012).
After "Save as", the table name in the title bar was not replaced immediately (01/10/2012).

Release 8.0.5

Improvements

Only one of multiple queries with the same name was displayed in the ribbon (12/19/2011).
In certain circumstances, the vertical separators between values were not displayed (12/16/2011).
When a template was created with the database wizard, the queries were not displayed anymore after reloading data (12/16/2011).
In the compressed table, vertical separators were sometimes painted around numeric cells, even though the cells were not wide enough to display the cell value (12/14/2011).
Fixed some impreciseness regarding the drawing of selected cells (12/14/2011).
The level curves in the overview are started one pixel higher at the bottom (12/13/2011).
Formats where the decimal or the thousands separator match the selected language are favored when estimating formats (12/13/2011).
Changing a query could reset the initial query (12/12/2011). 

Release 8.0.4

Improvements

	Formula One data updated for the end of the season 2011 (11/28/2011).

Coupling of attributes in a query did not work, when the affected analysis group was closed (11/28/2011).
Under certain circumstances, a confirmation prompt whether an existing file should be overwritten did not appear when saving a template (11/25/2011).
After an import operation was cancelled, the queries were not displayed correctly (11/25/2011).
When importing a table with the excel wizard was cancelled, the import dialog was not displayed when importing a text file afterwards (11/25/2011).
The selected query is preserved when the language or functionality is changed (11/24/2011).
Text on black background is drawn in a lighter shade of red (11/24/2011).
In some cases, the pictures displayed in a derived attribute were incorrectly assigned when the attribute was recalculated (11/23/2011).
When the table was implicitly sorted because the primary sorted attribute was recalculated, the attributes depending on the sort order were not marked as outdated (11/23/2011).
	Parallel computing of two coupled derived attributes could result in an exception (11/23/2011).
Removed the InfoZoom logo from the data sheet of the excel 2007/2010 chart templates (11/22/2011).
The InfoZoom CD-ROM now contains the manual installation of the .NET Framework 4.0 in the directory of the same name (11/21/2011).
	Performing an imported query raised an exception when a table with a classification was inserted in another table (11/07/2011).
Localization:
	On the page “Files in Use” in the installation wizard, a text was shown only partially in German language (11/07/2011).
In the dialog “Attribute Values Determine Column Width”, a text was truncated in Italian language (11/07/2011).

Release 8.0.3

Improvements

	The Aero design for the application can be disabled by setting the registry entry EnableAeroTheme in HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\humanIT\<Application>\Flags to value 0 (10/07/2011).
	The number of supported previous InfoZoom versions the can be saved has been reduced to three (08/18/2011).
	When running a protected variant of InfoZoom on a terminal server, only the network dongle is supported (07/28/2011).
	The configurable product name of an InfoZoom OEM version is now displayed in dialogs and messages (06/09/2011).
	The user-defined colors can now be applied to charts (04/18/2011).
	In the text import dialog of the database wizard, the field delimiter can now be any arbitrary character (05/03/2011).


